Congressman Duffy Silences MSNBC's Mitchell

GOP Congressman Sean Duffy says only Jon Stewart of the Daily Show on Comedy Central is smart enough to ask the tough questions about Obamacare. He asked HHS Secretary Kathleen Sebelius why Obama gave big business a one-year delay from the Obamacare mandate and its penalties but refuses to give regular people like you the same deal.

MSNBC’s Andrea Mitchell was left speechless when Duffy chastised major media for not asking tough questions. Afterall, the Daily Show is not news, it’s comedy. Duffy was tough and Mitchell was mute. Now… ask yourself the same question, why do you have to comply with Obamacare in 10 weeks but big business doesn’t?


“MSNBC Ban Lifted to Hear Congressman Sean Duffy (R-WI) Humiliate Andrea Mitchell.” The Rush Limbaugh Show, October 9, 2013.
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